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FROM THE PASTOR -  But Before I Go … 
   
This past week has been emotional. Preparing a        
letter of resignation for Session, and then       
actually reading it. Sending that letter out in the         
mail and on email. And then, yesterday at the         
end of worship, actually reading it to the        
congregation. That’s been hard, church. I’ve      
enjoyed my time at Warner Memorial      

Presbyterian Church. Even more, I’ve enjoyed you. And yes, there’s          
a difference between people and a job.  
 
Honestly, with all sorts of things going on in my life and more to do               
in the days ahead, I thought about handing the aforementioned          
letter over to our Memo editors and saying, “Maybe you can just            
print this? There may be a few people who haven’t seen it yet.” But              
that wouldn’t be right, so I scrapped that idea and thought of            
something else. Hopefully, it will put you at ease. Because it’s good            
news. Things are moving forward. And my call to another job doesn’t            
need to get in the way of that. Listen, I know we can drag things out                
at times (I’m talking Presbyterians now), but your Session is already           
talking to our friends at Presbytery about the next interim,          
Nominating is moving along nicely with their work on a slate for the             
Pastor Nominating Committee (PNC) and a few hours from now, our           
Mission Study Team will present a report to Session. Like I said,            
things are happening. And things will continue to happen, church. 
 
If there’s one thing I’ve learned in the church, no, scratch that! I’ve             
learned a whole lot more than just one thing. And one of those             
things is that no matter what the situation, no matter what the            
circumstances, life goes on. And God is there for us. Which is            
important to remember when our plans don’t, well, don’t quite go           
according to plan. It’s important to understand when we get started           
down a road, but end up off the beaten path. And it’s really super              
important to know when we’re stopping-to-ask-for-directions lost.       
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It’s also important to keep in mind when everything is going just            
right. No matter what the situation or circumstances, God is there           
for us every step of the way. 
 
In the month ahead, we’ll get a chance to say goodbye and after that              
you’ll get a chance to welcome another interim pastor into your           
midst. And I know you’ll do it well with that Warner way of yours. In               
the month ahead, I’m not certain about this but I’m pretty hopeful,            
you’ll get a chance to elect a PNC and get started along the road to               
finding your next called and installed pastor. And after that, well,           
folks might start to think y’all are showing off with all that            
hospitality. But no matter what, don’t ever forget, God is with you all             
along the journey.  
 
Go Well!  
 
Rev. Todd 

 
 

WORSHIP SCHEDULE 
 

Sunday, July 7 Sunday, July 14 
Ordinary Time Ordinary Time 
Psalm 147:1-11 & Isaiah 40:21-31 Ruth 1 
Rev. Leslianne Braunstein, “Mara” 
Guest Preacher  
Lord’s Supper Served 

 
Sunday, July 21 Sunday, July 28 
Ordinary Time Ordinary Time 
Ruth 2 Ruth 3 
“Ruth” “Boaz” 
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Sunday, August 4 Sunday, August 11 
Ordinary Time Ordinary Time 
Ruth 4 Scripture & Sermon TBD 
“Community” Dave Grace, Preacher 
Lord’s Supper Served 

 
Sunday, August 18 Sunday, August 25 
Ordinary Time Ordinary Time 
Scripture & Sermon TBD Scripture & Sermon TBD 
Rev. Holly Ulmer, Guest Preacher 
Guest Preacher 

 
 

 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
 
Ordinary Time: A Lens for Seeing the Everyday Anew 
 
We just passed the summer solstice, and we continue to dwell in the             
summer part of Ordinary Time (OT), following Epiphany. In the June           
2018 Memo, I explored OT in relation to various conceptualizations          
of time. Here, I simply recount blessings of this season as seen on             
the church grounds. 
 
One thing you will notice on a stroll around Warner Memorial’s           
church grounds is that all sorts of things are in bloom. However, if             
you are not looking closely, you are likely missing a lot of the action.              
Find one of Warner’s interpreters and you will likely be led to edible             
flowers, alerted about invasive species, and informed of its native          
species: So many curricula to be found in only a few steps outside             
the building. 
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As an example, consider the many lessons derived from growing and           
harvesting garlic from the youth section of Shepherd’s Garden.         
WMPC youth assisted in planting garlic cloves on October 24th, 2018.           
Along with the planting, we discussed garlic’s only mention in the           

Bible as an Egyptian food that the       
wandering Exodus community was    
missing greatly and not very     
faithfully (Numbers 11:5). Exactly 240     
days after planting, our thirteen     
children campers for VBS 2019 –      
called Abundance Orchard –    
harvested garlic, one in each hand.      
Along with harvesting the garlic,     
they learned how all the food grown       

in Shepherd’s Garden goes to feed the hungry through one of two            
mechanisms: direct donation of the produce or its consumption by          
our congregation with monetary donations going to Shepherd’s        
Table. You have the opportunity to bring home garlic for your           
household for a suggested donation of a market rate of $1.50/bulb. If            
the VBS-harvested garlic (~28) and the previously harvested garlic         
(~12) is taken home at this level of donation, our garlic alone will             
have raised $60 dollars for Shepherd’s Table. I encourage you to take            
a bulb home on Sunday and to reflect on God’s abundant creation            
during this OT! 
 
The Shepherd’s Garden has been nurtured by Susan Bresee and June           
Eakin, and these are two go-to sources of information about what’s           
growing in the WMPC garden. The surrounding landscape has other          
sources of information, such as Barbara Shaw. I am aware of others            
and I also know that there are other knowledgeable persons on this            
topic of whom I am unaware. However, I believe all are aware that             
the trees, bushes, and herbaceous plants on the grounds are a           
delight to the eyes and offer their particular praises throughout the           
season. If you are not already familiar with these plants, do be sure             
to seek out an interpreter so you can learn more about them along             
with the story of how they came to be on the grounds and why. 
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If you are familiar with these plants, I am eager to learn more about              
what lessons you feel that they may teach to the church. On this             
note, I recently received three free copies of Matthew Sleeth’s most           

recent book Reforesting Faith: What trees teach       
us about the nature of God and His love for us. As            
is apparent from the subtitle, the book is about         
trees. However, what is not explicit is that the         
book is really a survey of trees and timber         
products found in the Bible alongside personal       
reflections and various interpretations by the      
author. While the author does not write from a         
Reformed theological perspective, the approach     

of the book is faithful to the assertion that knowledge of God is             
available from creation (such as trees) when informed by God’s          
self-revelation – usually meaning when viewed from a biblical lens.          
The book has been well received by a variety of Christians across the             
denominational spectrum and I think it speaks in a very ordinary-time           
type of voice. This OT, may Bible study motivate nature study. 

 
Dave Grace, C.E. Director 
  
COMMISSION TO THE COMMUNITY 
 
Interfaith Works, Our Good Neighbor 
 
Those on the Field Trip to Interfaith Works Clothing Center on           
Saturday, June 15th (there were eight of us), enjoyed an eye opening            
experience. Some of us had been there before and thought we           
pretty much knew all about it, but we remarked that each time we             
visit we see that it has been evolving and improving. On the outside,             
it appears like someone’s beloved property with a well maintained          
lawn and attractive landscaping with colorful flower beds which now          
also include vegetables so that clients can occasionally go home with           
a basket of produce. Obviously there is a consistent effort made to            
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insure that the neighborhood can be proud that an organization that           
provides services to people in need  is part of their community. 
 
Inside it is so clean, light and airy . . . organized, and teeming with               
activity. Everyone that we saw was busily working, but whenever          
they looked up from their work, each and every one, whether part of             
the paid staff or a volunteer, smiled at us and often we heard, “so              
glad you could visit us today!” 
 
This kind of operation is possible only when there is devoted           
leadership that sets high standards, and works every bit as hard as            
the most diligent worker. Monica Barberis-Young is that person. She          
is the force that makes sure that each person who comes to the             
Clothing Center is treated with respect and made to feel welcome. It            
is a pleasure to be in her company and to hear her talk about her               
belief that one can plant seeds both actually and figuratively and           
that by patiently tending them the result will be positive. Her           
assurance that the patience needed to care for the seeds will make            
them fruitful is what she passes on to her staff as well as to those in                
need. 
 
Monica has worked with Interfaith Works for many years. She is the            
Director of the Clothing Center, the Director of Family Services, of           
Friends in Action, and the Interfaith Housing Coalition. She and Mike           

Grant, who is the new     
Community Engagement and   
Volunteer Coordinator, led us    
on a tour of the entire      
operation, which is so much     
more than just a place for      
qualifying low-income  
residents of Montgomery   
County to come once a month      
to fill an IKEA bag they are       
given with clothing and other     
items they need. At left, she      
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shows us the space where children play happily while their parents           
choose what will go into their IKEA bag. 
 
Our first stop was to see a huge room with bins from floor to ceiling               
filled with items that will go into the backpacks for children which            
are being filled now. Warner, through the Commission to the          
Community, each year sends a donation to help buy supplies for this            
project. (See a photo on The Memo’s       
cover.) 

 
We were invited to step into a beautifully        
appointed classroom provided by the     
Marriott Family where computer skills are      
taught and a class in money management.       
Note that Interfaith’s goals are displayed      
on the wall. 
 
We looked with wonder into a room filled        
to the ceiling with new items for infants,        
and in another room there were      
handcrafted items that are made     
especially by persons that crochet or knit.       
JoEllen LaPrade thought that she might      
know of a group that could contribute to that. 

 
In the main room, we saw racks of carefully arranged clothes waiting            
for clients to select, but also saw some shelves reserved for           
housewares. We learned there is always a need for linens -           
something to remember the next time you assemble a bag of           
donations for the center. 

 
Within the Clothing Center is a special area        
which is available just for those who need to         
find an appropriate outfit to wear for a job         
interview. Monica told us they always need       
scarves and costume jewelry. 
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A last thought about the trip from Cory Atwood: “Monica told us a             
lot of facts, but in the middle, when her face changed to serious             
concern, she told us a few stories of individual people and families            
and the struggles they have had. This is what I don't forget.” 
 
We are grateful that Susan Bresee thought to take photographs so           
that we could give you a glimpse of what we saw, and I am also               
happy to tell you that we plan to visit the Interfaith Works Women’s             
Center this summer. The tentative date in August 18. Watch for           
information in the Warner Weekly and on the Commission to the           
Community Bulletin Board. 
 
Reported with gratitude to all, 
 
Ina Rae Kramer 
 
Two-Cents-A-Meal News 
 
Babs Sausser recently donated a box of coins to the          
Two-Cents-a-Meal Program. The box contained $320! We are        
grateful for such a wonderful contribution during the summer. The          
donation will support the Capital Area Food Bank which operates the           
Kids Café program. Over 2000 children and teens go to the Kids Cafe             
daily for nutritious food after school AND during the summer.  

 
Ann Rakow 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP  
 
Solar Information Session 
Interested in getting rooftop solar for your home? Find out about           
the Solar United Neighbors Montgomery County Co-op at an         
information session Thursday, July 11 at 5:30 p.m. at the White Oak            
Recreation Center 1700 April Ln, Colesville, MD. Get more info here: 
https://www.solarunitedneighbors.org/co-ops/maryland/montgomer
y-county-solar-co-op-2/ 
 
Help Shepherd’s Table 
Produce is now available on Sundays to benefit Shepherd’s Table.          
We will harvest from our vegetable garden on Sunday mornings, you           
buy it at Fellowship Hour, then the money and any remaining           
produce goes to Shepherd's Table kitchen. This allows more         
flexibility for the chef at Shepherd's Table. They can buy what they            

need, when they need it, reducing food       
waste. Please pay cash or check made       
payable to Shepherd’s Table. The first      
three weeks raised $97! This season we       
are growing garlic (ready now), swiss      
chard, cucumbers, string beans,    
tomatoes, peppers, potatoes, and herbs. 
Image courtesy NCI Visuals Online 

 
Safe Disposal  
We collect used batteries, ink cartridges, cell phones, and         
gently-used eyeglasses in the baskets near the office. They are taken           
for proper disposal or reuse by members of the congregation. You           
may take old fluorescent bulbs to Strosniders, Target, or Home          
Depot. Most electronics can be taken to Best Buy stores for           
recycling. 
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BUILDING & GROUNDS 
Yes, it’s a bit warmer in the Sanctuary this summer! Our air            
conditioning units are in trouble and not functioning at 100%. Please           
dress like it’s summertime, it is! The Building & Grounds commission           
is working on replacing the systems, but it will take a little while,             
perhaps not until fall or winter. 
 
The Fountain of Mercy church that meets on our top floor is doing             
exterior work for us this summer. They have already cleaned the           
brickwork and will soon be cleaning and caulking the windows. We           
anticipate this will take about a month and you will probably notice            
the scaffolding during that time. 
 
We are thankful when you close windows and/or turn off the a/c            
when you’re finished. 
 
See something? Say something! B&G members are: Susan Kline, June          
Eakin, Steve Dunn and Natalie Thompson. 
 

  
With the end of a busy year, PW enters our time of rest and              
preparation for all that’s to come next year. We give thanks to all             
who gave so generously toward Presbyterian Women’s Birthday        
Offering, which we received with gratefulness. We have concluded         
this year’s book club series and look forward to next year’s list,            
Saturday meetings at Books to Prisons in DC will continue          
throughout the summer, plans are forming for our fall retreat and so            
much more! Below find some items we hope you’ll mark on your            
calendar and join us for fellowship and friendship. 
 
Fourth Saturday of the Month - Books to Prisons meets to read            
letters and send book requests to inmates around the country. Join           
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us for this activity at The Foundry United Methodist Church in NW DC             
and for lunch afterwards. Please contact Lena Aspiras or JoEllen          
LaPrade if you have questions or are interested in attending. 
 
The Fall Gathering for National Capital Presbyterian Women will be          
Saturday, September 21, at Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church in         
Washington DC. Registration begins at 9am with the program going          
from 9:30am to 12:30pm. This year’s theme is on Gun Violence. We            
will organize transportation and carpools. If interested please speak         
with Sue Burns or June Eakin. 
 
Warner Memorial’s Presbyterian Women’s Fall Retreat is scheduled        
for Saturday, October 5, at Claggett Center in Germantown, MD. The           
day starts at 9am and will go til 4pm, lunch is included in the cost of                
$32.00 per person. We invite all women of Warner to join us for this              
day of reflection, conversation and community. Transportation and        
carpools will be arranged from Warner. For more information, please          
speak with Marilynn Victory or Lena Aspiras. 
 
Book Group 2019/2020 
Here are the first 3 books for the coming year, so you can get a jump                
on your reading. 
 
September : A Place for Us -- Fatima Farheen Mirza 
October : The Library Book --- Susan Orlean 
November : Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood  
-- Trevor Noah 
 
FROM THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE 
 
‘Summer’s Parting Sighs’ – A. E. Housman 
  

If you are a lover of poetry, you will be pleased to know that after 
the service on Sunday, August 11th, there will be poetry readings in 
the library. 
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The poems will be read by anyone who would like to participate. We             
have missed a year, and this August we honor the name of Paul             
Perkins, who dearly loved reading and listening to poems. 
  
Please mark the date, and come with a poem         
to read, or just come to listen and enjoy. 
  
We suggest that the poems be dedicated to        
summer’s passing. 

 
 

Susan Fulton, Library Committee
 

 
Photo Credit: Highsmith, Carol M, photographer. Sunflowers in Wisconsin 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2011630640/. 

 
WARNER PEOPLE 
 
Newest Member-In-Training! 

Ovilee Rose, the daughter of Mike and       
Kabara Praskavich, was baptized on     
June 23, shortly before her 6-month      
birthday. Family and friends from all      
over came for the occasion. 
 
Kabara practices family law with a firm       
in Tysons. Mike is a librarian at the        
Library of Congress, with one     
important duty being to help put      

collections of documents onto the internet for public availability. The          
three live near Wheaton, together with their dog. 
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July August 

1 Ginny Atwood 
3 Susan Fulton 
6 Sophie deJesus, Shelley 
Swendiman 
8 James Gorman, Rajesh Puri 
9 Chris Bragg 
11 Isabelle Koff 
12 Joel deJesus, Helen 
Hancock, Susan Luff 
16 Beverly Sceery 
17 Doug Adams, Mary Butts, 
Lea Gallagher 
20 Logan Smeallie 
21 James Hancock, Remi 
Winter 
25 Betty Ford 
28 Chris Robins 
29 Chris Burns 
30 Jennie Broadwell 

 1 Dave Grace 
2 Louise Koch 
3 Marlene Montgomery 
4 Sue Burns 
7 Bob Koch 
8 Carolyn Hollis, Irene Lee 
10 Charity Singletary 
11 Janice Landfair 
16 JoEllen LaPrade 
19 Bruce Parce 
20 Robert Vieira 
21 Walter Victory 
23 Ann Kirchhoff 
25 Melissa Ketchum 
26 Bob Brewka 
28 Pat Brosnan 
31 Evelyn Adams 
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Warner Memorial Presbyterian Church 

10123 Connecticut Avenue 

Kensington, MD 20895 

301-949-2900 

FAX 301-933-7704 

Home Page: http://www.warnermemorial.org 

Please see bulletin boards outside the Main Office 

Interim Pastor: Rev. Todd Sutton 

Director of Christian Education: Dave Grace 

Director of Music: Peter Smeallie 

Organist: Sungho Paik 

Learning Center for Young Children: Rana Oriolo 

301-949-2933 

Office Manager/Administrative Assistant: Dina Bickel 

Sunday Morning Preschool/Nursery Aide: Shervonne Johnson 

Warner Weekly: outreach@warnermemorial.org 

Warner MEMO: memo@warnermemorial.org 
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